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Abstract: We developed a method to predict the probability of detecting acoustic tags crossing a receiver station using
only detection information at that station. This method is suitable for acoustic or radio telemetry studies in which individu-
ally tagged animals migrate past fixed stations (where a station may consist of one or more receivers). It is based on fitting
attenuation models to sequences of detections and missed transmissions of individually coded tags in fish migrating past
stations of the Pacific Ocean Shelf Tracking Project (POST). We used estimated attenuation model parameters from de-
tected fish at each station to predict the number of fish that crossed the station undetected, which in turn was used to cal-
culate the local detection probability. This estimator was correlated (r = 0.54–0.81 in river and coastal habitats) with
mark–recapture estimates of detection probability (pmr) that use nonlocal detection information at stations further along mi-
gration routes. This local detection probability estimate can be used as a covariate of pmr in mark–recapture models and
can predict approximate values of pmr at final detection stations where pmr is not estimable because of the lack of recap-
tures further along migration routes.

Résumé : Nous mettons au point une méthode pour prédire la probabilité de détection d’une étiquette acoustique lors du
passage près d’une station de réception à l’aide de la seule information détectée à cette station. Cette méthode convient
aux études acoustiques et aux travaux de radiotélémétrie dans lesquels des animaux marqués individuellement migrent en
passant près de stations fixes (une station peut comporter un ou plusieurs récepteurs). La méthode se base sur un ajuste-
ment de modèles d’atténuation à des séquences de détections et de transmissions manquées d’étiquettes codées individuel-
lement portées par des poissons qui migrent près des stations du Projet de surveillance de la plate-forme du Pacifique
(POST). Nous utilisons les paramètres estimés du modèle d’atténuation des poissons détectés à chaque station pour prédire
le nombre de poissons qui sont passés près de la station sans être détectés, ce qui nous sert alors à calculer la probabilité
de détection locale. Cet estimateur est en corrélation (r = 0,54–0,81 dans les habitats des rivières et des côtes) avec les es-
timations, faites par marquage et recapture, de la probabilité de détection (pmr) à l’aide de renseignements de détection
non locaux provenant de stations plus éloignées sur la route de migration. Cette estimation de la probabilité de détection
locale peut être utilisée comme covariable de pmr dans les modèles de marquage et de recapture et peut prédire des valeurs
approximatives de pmr aux stations de destination finale lorsque pmr ne peut y être estimée à cause du manque de recaptu-
res plus loin sur la route de migration.

[Traduit par la Rédaction]

Introduction
Mark–recapture methods such as Cormack–Jolly–Seber

(CJS) models (Cormack 1964; Jolly 1965; Seber 1965) are
commonly used to estimate survival rates of fish popula-
tions. These methods were developed for repeated, time-
based sampling where, at a particular recapture occasion, a
tagged animal is either recaptured or not. Survival and re-
capture probabilities are estimated from these recapture data
over several occasions. Similarly, a spatial approach to CJS
models is often used for migrating animals, where fish
tagged with individually coded transmitters may be detected

at successive detection stations (lines or grids of receivers)
along migration routes (Burnham et al. 1987). Routes are
partitioned into segments between stations, with survival in
each segment and detection probability at each station esti-
mated jointly. In some of these spatial approaches, detection
data may be limited to whether or not a tag was detected at
a particular station, e.g., passive integrated transponder
(PIT) tags detected in dam bypass channels. In other spatial
approaches, if fish are tagged with radio (Skalski et al.
2001) or acoustic (Welch et al. 2009) tags and pass detec-
tion stations, additional information may be available other
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than simply a binary outcome. Radio and acoustic tag trans-
missions are often detected multiple times as a tagged fish
passes a stationary receiver during its migration or on multi-
ple receivers at a station. Sequential patterns of detections
during a crossing event may provide additional information
about the probability of detection at a station.

Estimating a mark–recapture detection probability for fish
migrating past a station of interest (pmr, the probability of
detecting a tagged fish as it crosses a detection station) re-
quires detection data at station(s) further along a migration
route. The parameter is estimated as the ratio of the number
of fish detected at the line of interest to the estimated num-
ber alive and available for detection at the line, the latter de-
rived from detection information after the line of interest.
Detection probability at the final detection station along a
migration route, and survival to that final station, are con-
founded in classic CJS models. This presents a problem for
many radio or acoustic tracking studies in which survival to
the final detection station is often of biological interest, but
budgetary or logistical factors limit the number of detection
stations that can be deployed. A fixed value can be assumed
for the final pmr (Welch et al. 2009), but this could result in
substantial bias in the resulting estimate of the final survival
probability. Incorporating a covariate as a predictor of pmr
(Pollock et al. 1984), however, allows the final station’s pmr
to be estimated through its relationship with pmr at other sta-
tions. Covariates that explain variation in pmr among detec-
tion stations can therefore be of great use in survival
estimation. Though classic CJS models assume instantane-
ous sampling occasions with a single opportunity to detect
or capture an animal that is alive, telemetry data generally
provide several opportunities to detect a tagged animal
crossing a station, with a variable probability of detecting
transmissions during a crossing event.

Here, we present a method to estimate pmr based on the
sequence of detections and known missed tag signals of
individual fish that swim past a station. Essentially, we at-
tempt to estimate the proportion of fish not detected while
crossing a station from the detection patterns of fish that
were detected. Detection probabilities of individual tag
transmissions may ‘‘attenuate’’ with increasing tag-to-
receiver distance. We fit attenuation models to crossing se-
quences of individual fish and use estimated model param-
eters to calculate a local detection probability estimate,
p0loc. This estimate uses only information at the detection
station of interest, not at stations further along a migration
route. Specifically, we consider detection data from mi-
grating juvenile salmon tagged with acoustic tags passing
stations of one or more acoustic receivers, but the method
could be used for other telemetry systems that log the time
when individually coded tags are detected on stationary re-
ceivers. We also consider the predictive ability of two
other types of local-information detection probability esti-
mates: fitting probability distributions to frequency distri-
butions of the length of crossing sequences, and
subsetting data from a multireceiver line. We analyze
crossing sequences at stations and estimate p0loc across five
habitat types: a large river, small rivers, estuaries, inshore
coastal areas, and the outer coast. We compare p0loc with
CJS detection probability estimates (bpmr) at the same de-
tection stations to evaluate the predictive ability of p0loc.

Materials and methods

Tag and tracking technology
Detection data from juvenile coho (Oncorhynchus ki-

sutch), steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss), sockeye (Onco-
rhynchus nerka), and Chinook (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha)
salmon released in 2004–2006 (9–16 populations each year)
under the Pacific Ocean Shelf Tracking Project (POST;
www.postcoml.org) were used for this study. Coded acous-
tic tags (VEMCO V7 or V9; VEMCO Division, AMIRIX
Systems Inc., Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada) were surgically
implanted into salmon smolts during their downstream mi-
gration (for wild fish) or immediately prior to migrating, at
hatcheries. Acoustic receivers (VEMCO VR-2) were de-
ployed at successive stations along migratory routes to de-
tect tagged fish. About half of the tagged populations each
year migrated out of the Fraser River, whereas the other
half originated from smaller rivers in British Columbia,
Canada. In rivers and estuaries, receivers were deployed as
single or paired units and, on the ocean seabed, were ar-
ranged in transect lines perpendicular to typical migration
routes, spaced approximately 700–900 m apart. These tags
can typically be detected up to 400–500 m from a fixed sta-
tion in relatively calm conditions with low levels of back-
ground noise (D. Welch, Kintama Research Corp., 10–1850
Northfield Road, Nanaimo, BC V9R 5S5, Canada, unpub-
lished data); this range can be substantially less in subopti-
mal conditions, especially in rivers (Voegeli et al. 1998;
Simpfendorfer et al. 2008). The two tags used differ in
acoustic power output (V7 tags, 136 dB re 1 mPa at 1 m;
V9 tags, 142 dB), which affects detection range and hence
the probability of being detected. On average, tags transmit-
ted a signal every 62 s. As tagged smolts were
usually <200 mm long and swim at up to a few body
lengths per second (reviewed in Groot and Margolis 1991),
a tag generally transmits several signals as the fish crosses a
receiver station. The number of signals transmitted within
the detection range of a receiver while crossing a station de-
pends on several factors: (i) noise levels, bubbles, and sus-
pended matter in the water during the time of crossing, as
these affect detection range (as well as the probability of
detection within this range); (ii) speed of the fish, including
assistance by river or tidal currents; (iii) chord length of the
crossing position, as this varies depending on whether fish
pass directly over a receiver or in the gap between two re-
ceivers (Welch et al. 2003); and (iv) random variation in the
intervals between signals during the crossing event. Tags
are often programmed with a random interval between sig-
nals to minimize the chance of repeated collisions with
other tags. By chance, more or fewer signals than average
can be transmitted during a crossing event.

Constructing sequences of detections and missed
transmissions

Most tags used by POST for juvenile salmon had random
uniform intervals of 30–90 s between coded signals. Each
signal is a train of 7–8 pulses that takes approximately 2 s
to transmit (the intervals between pulses contain the infor-
mation for unique codes). The time between the start of suc-
cessive signals therefore ranged from 32 to 92 s, with an
average of 62 s. We arranged in chronological order all of
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the detections of a given fish at a given station. When a tag
was heard more than once at a station, successive detections
were often 32–92 s apart, but sometimes several minutes
apart, indicating that an unknown number of transmissions
was not detected between these times. If >60 min elapsed
between successive detections, we parsed the sequence and
considered only the first part as a crossing event. For stations
with multiple receivers, if a tag was detected simultaneously
on two or more receivers, we removed all but one of the si-
multaneous detections from the list as the interest was in de-
tection sequences for the line as a whole, not for each
individual receiver. A sequence of n detections remained.

From the temporal detection sequence, we created a
crossing sequence of detected signals (1s) and missed sig-
nals (0s). Because tags were programmed with random inter-
vals, it was not possible to determine the exact number of
missed signals between recorded detections. The distribution
of intervals between signals is uniform, however, so we esti-
mated the number of misses simply by comparing the actual
time between successive detections with multiples of the
average signal interval (62 s). Beginning with the time of
actual first detection (t1), we constructed a hypothetical se-
quence of signal times that incremented by the average in-
terval. Whichever hypothetical time was closest to the next
actual detection time (t2), we assigned that time a 1 in the
corresponding crossing sequence. We assigned all hypothet-
ical times between the two detections a 0 in the crossing se-
quence to represent signals not detected. We repeated this
algorithm beginning with the next actual detection time (t2)
until the last actual detection time (tn) was reached. Sequen-
ces of 1s and 0s were of length m, containing n detections
and m – n misses. Sequence length ranged from 1 (a single
detection of a tag crossing a station) to >2000 (where a fish
likely stopped in proximity of a station). For estimation pur-
poses, we added a sequence of 50 zeros before and after the
main sequence to represent the signals that were not de-
tected as a fish approached and left the station before and
after its first and last detection. This choice of 50 zeros was
arbitrary but was generally robust to different numbers of
zeros considered (e.g., 10 or 100) in terms of parameter and
detection probability estimates (pseudocode for constructing
crossing sequences is shown in Appendix A).

Several filtering steps were taken to ensure that the local
detection probability estimates derived from crossing event
data were representative of migrating fish so that they would
be comparable to mark–recapture detection probabilities and
also to reduce variability in the estimates as a result of var-
iation in tag technology. We only considered V7 or V9 low-
power tags with a random interval of 30–90 s between trans-
mitted signals. We only included tag codes for smolts
tagged under POST. Some sequences from remaining tags
were excluded for the following reasons. (i) Detections
thought to be false positives were identified in an independ-
ent data screening based on the number of detections of a
tag at a station, the presence of other tags on the detecting
receiver around the time of the detection, and the plausibil-
ity of the detection with respect to migration routes and le-
gitimate detection times at other stations. False detections
were rare and were likely the result of tag collisions
(overlap in pulse trains of two or more tags) when they did
occur; all were excluded before constructing detection se-

quences. (ii) Some tags were detected sporadically or con-
tinuously from some point in time until the end of the study
when receivers were retrieved. These were likely from fish
that died close enough to a receiver to be detected. All se-
quences of the tag at the station were excluded. (iii) Only
the first crossing event of a particular tag at a particular sta-
tion was considered novel. Another series of detections a
few hours later potentially represented milling behaviour
around the station rather than continual migration across
and beyond it. These later sequences were excluded, with
the following two exceptions. (a) If a fish moved from sta-
tion i to station ii and then back to station i, the first cross-
ing sequence after returning from the other station was also
considered novel. (In this case, we would consider three
crossing events to be novel, at i, ii, and again at i.)
(b) If more than 24 h elapsed between detections at a station,
we considered the crossing event after this period to also be
novel, as the fish had likely travelled somewhere else over
that period instead of milling near the station. (iv) If a cross-
ing event lasted more than 4 h, this was also considered
likely to be milling instead of migratory behaviour. Less
than 2% of all remaining crossing events lasted more than
4 h, and these were excluded from analyses. After applying
these filters, 4918 sequences of crossing events remained.

Fitting detection probability attenuation models to
crossing sequences

Each constructed sequence of detections and missed trans-
missions as a fish approached, passed over, and left a station
is temporal. Assuming a steady rate of travel past a station,
the sequence can also be considered quasi-spatial. The se-
quence represents a continuum of movement across the sta-
tion, although the specific point in the sequence of passing
by the closest receiver at the station is unknown. We mod-
elled this quasi-spatial detection process, albeit without
knowing the true distances from tag to station at which
transmissions were detected or missed.

During a crossing event, the probability of detecting a sin-
gle tag transmission may vary (0 £ pping £ 1). Rather than a
near-uniform probability out to a maximum detection range
(A.J. Hobday, CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric Research,
GPO Box 1538 Hobart, TAS 7001, Australia, and
D. Pincock, VEMCO Division, AMIRIX Systems Inc.,
211 Horseshoe Lake Dr., Halifax, NS B3S 0B9, Canada,
unpublished data), pping may decrease with increasing tag-to-
station distance. We might expect pping to increase as a fish
approaches a station, be at its maximum as it passes over the
station (somewhere near the middle of the crossing se-
quence), and decrease as the fish moves away. That is, we
might expect a greater proportion of signals missed near the
beginning and end of a crossing sequence than in the middle.
Such data on signals detected and signals missed can be de-
scribed by attenuation models in a probabilistic framework.

We fit five different detection probability attenuation mod-
els (details in Appendix B) to each of the 4153 crossing se-
quences that contained ‡2 detections (the 765 remaining
sequences with n = 1 do not contain enough information to
properly fit attenuation models). We define X as the vector
of 1s and 0s for a given crossing sequence, comprised of n
detections and m – n misses, and Xi as an individual transmis-
sion. Excluding the 50 zeros before and after the main
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sequence, Xi ranges from X1 to Xm. All models involved an
increase in pping from X1 towards approximately the middle
of X, followed by a decrease in pping from this approximate
middle towards Xm. All models contained either a centring
parameter (xc) or two centre-bounding parameters, where the
centre point xc represented the hypothesized point along X of
minimum distance to the station during the crossing event.
This centre point was somewhere near but not necessarily
equal to the middle of X, Xm/2. Likewise, the increase in pping
in the initial part of X and decrease in pping in the later part
were symmetric about xc, but not necessarily about Xm/2 (it is
possible to relax the assumption of symmetry about xc). All
five models had a single parameter in common, pmax, which
represented the maximum pping during the crossing event
(pmax occurred at xc or its equivalent in all models). In two
models, pmax also extended from xc some distance in both di-
rections to represent a threshold effect of pping with distance.
The values of pmax or other parameters were not constrained
to be equal among models. Definitions of symbols for detec-
tion probabilities and model parameters are listed in Table 1.

The first model, [Mlin pping], was a simple linear decrease
in pping with increasing tag-to-station distance (Simpfen-
dorfer et al. 2002; Topping et al. 2006), from pmax at the
centre point, xc, towards either end of X (Fig. 1). The second
model, [Mnorm pping], was a normal-shaped decrease in pping
from pmax at xc towards either end of X. Two other models
were mechanistic, predicting a decrease in pping with increas-
ing tag-to-station distance according to physical properties
of underwater attenuation of acoustic energy. One of these,
[Mai pping], assumed that pping was proportional to acoustic
intensity and so decayed with distance from xc as a result of
geometrical spreading and absorption (Richards et al. 1996;
Leighton 1998). The other, [Mai-thr pping], involved similar as-

sumptions but had greater flexibility by incorporating a
threshold of constant pping (at or near pmax) over some dis-
tance bracketing xc, beyond which pping decreased. The fifth
model, [Mlogit pping], also incorporated a threshold effect of
pping with distance. It allowed constant pping (& pmax) to a
certain distance, and beyond this point, pping followed a lo-
gistic decrease towards either end of X (Szedlmayer and
Schroepfer 2005; Fig. 1).

A likelihood equation was constructed for each model,
and a nonlinear search routine was used to find the parame-
ter values that maximized this likelihood. Model selection
procedures (Burnham and Anderson 2002) were used to
compare the five attenuation models in their balance be-
tween goodness-of-fit to the data (because likelihood values
differed among models) and the number of parameters re-
quired to achieve that fit (which also differed). Model
[Mlogit pping] had the most support in the data among these
models (Appendix B). This model alone is used for estimat-
ing p0loc in the remainder of this paper, but the other four
pping models are described and compared in Appendix B.

Model [Mlogit pping] is a four-parameter model (pmax, xmin,
u, s) that predicts a logistic-shaped increase in pping during
the early portion of the crossing sequence X towards pmax
and a symmetrical decrease in pping in the later portion of X:

ð1Þ pping;i ¼ pmax

1

1þ e�
Xi�xmin

s

� � !
1� 1

1þ e�
Xi�u�xmin

s

� � !

The first term in parentheses controls the increasing phase of
pping during the approach to the station, and the second term
controls the decreasing phase during departure. Between
these regions of increase and decrease is a flat portion of

Table 1. List of symbols used throughout the text.

Symbols and
model parameters Definitions

Detection probabilitiesbpmr;j Estimate of mark–recapture detection probability at a particular combination j of station, year, and tag type
(requires nonlocal information)

p0loc;j Estimator of detection probability at j using only local information
pping Probability of detecting a single tag transmission during a crossing event

Crossing sequences
X Crossing sequence vector of 1s and 0s
n Number of detections in X
m Length of X including n 1s and n – m 0s
Xi Individual signal transmitted within X; i ranges from (1 – 50) to (m + 50)

[Mlogit pping] model
pmax Maximum pping during a crossing event
xmin Value of Xi (not necessarily an integer) at the first inflection point
u Distance in units of X between the inflection points
s Steepness–1 around each inflection point

Calculations of p0locbp�seq Probability of detecting at least one tag transmission during a hypothetical crossing event, given the parameter set
describing its detected crossing event.

p"max;j Extrapolated pmax at j for X containing n = 1
Nn,j Number of fish detected at combination j of station, year, and tag type, with X containing n detectionsbN�n;j Estimated number of fish passing by undetected at j, corresponding to fish detected with X containing n detections

Fj Correction factor to standardize differences among j in the time within detection range during a crossing event
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variable width, with pping & pmax (Fig. 1). The value of Xi
(not necessarily an integer value) at the first logistic inflec-
tion point is represented by xmin. The width of the curve be-
tween the two inflection points (in units of X) is represented
by u (alternative parameterizations to u could include a sec-
ond inflection point, xmax, where xmax = xmin + u, or a center-
ing parameter, xc, where xc = xmin + u/2). The slope around
each inflection point is determined by the standard deviation,
s. Smaller values of s result in a greater change in pping with
change in Xi. The portion of the curve where pping is flat (and
&pmax) is wider when u is greater and (or) s is smaller. Flex-
ibility in the width of this flat portion of the curve (Appendix
C) implies a variable threshold effect, ranging from a pmax
with no distance threshold (i.e., shaped like a normal density
function) to a near-constant pmax with a knife-edged distance
threshold (i.e., a near-uniform density function). Note that the
early increase in pping and later decrease in pping (Fig. 1) do
not need to be symmetrical. Separate s parameters could be
modelled for the approach and departure phases if there was
reason to suspect that fish speed or detection processes would
vary between approach and departure phases. In eq. 1, the
first s would be replaced by sapproach and the second s would
be replaced by sdeparture, increasing the total parameter count
to five. The following constraints were placed on the para-
meters for numerical estimation purposes: 0.001 < pmax < 1;
0 £ u; 0.1 < s. In addition, the two terms in parentheses
were each constrained to be [ (1.0 � 10–9, 0.999999999).

Predicted pping models were fit to the observed binary de-
tection sequence data by maximizing the following binomial
log-likelihood for each crossing sequence with n ‡ 2:

ð2Þ lnðLÞ ¼
Xðmþ50Þ

i¼ð1�50Þ
ln pping;i

Xi � ð1� pping;iÞð1�XiÞ
� �

The summed terms of eq. 2 represent the likelihood of each
observed value, Xi, including the m observations in X, as
well as the 50 zeros before and after X (hence the indexing

starting at –49 and ending at m + 50). Individual terms and
thus ln(L) are negative quantities. Smaller values of ln(L)
are expected for longer sequences and poorer fits to the de-
tection data. Sequences of n = m = 1 were excluded from
model selection comparisons as these events do not contain
enough information to discriminate among models.

Estimating local-information detection probability from
attenuation models

The proportion of tagged fish crossing a station unde-
tected (1 – pmr) is unknown. Using only local information
from a station, we estimated a detection probability from de-
tection data of tags that were detected while crossing the
station. For every detected crossing sequence, we have a set
of maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the four param-
eters that characterize the best-fit [Mlogit pping] model to the
data for that crossing sequence. These model parameters,
specific to detected crossing events at a particular station,
contain sufficient information to predict an overall probabil-
ity of crossing a station undetected. We identify crossing se-
quences as belonging to a particular combination j of
station, year, and tag type in this analysis.

For each crossing sequence where a fish was detected,
there is a corresponding nonzero probability that the fish,
hypothetically, would not have been detected while passing
the station. We define bp�seq as the probability that a fish
would again be detected during a hypothetical crossing of
the station, given the parameter set and sequence length de-
scribing its detected crossing event. This is calculated differ-
ently depending on whether 1 or ‡2 tag transmissions were
detected during the crossing event:

ð3Þ bp�seq ¼

p"max;j if X has n ¼ 1

1�
Yðmþ50Þ

i¼ð1�50Þ
1� pping;i if X has n � 2

8>><>>:

Fig. 1. Five pping attenuation models fit to a crossing sequence of detections and missed transmissions. The main sequence, X, of 1s and 0s ranges
from X1 to Xm, with 50 zeros added to either end of X (some 0s not shown). Parameters for model [Mlogit pping], pmax, xmin, u, and s, are indicated.
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For X with n ‡ 2, bp�seq can be estimated directly from the
best-fit logistic curve. Because pping,i describes the probabil-
ity of detecting a single transmission at position Xi of the se-
quence, there is a chance 1 – pping,i that the transmission
would not again be detected (again, the 50 pping,i correspond-
ing to the 0s before and after X are included in the sum). If
we consider the pping,i independent during a crossing event,
the product of the probabilities of not detecting each of the
m transmissions in X results in 1� bp�seq (eq. 3). Generally,
sequences that are long or have pmax & 1 will have a near-
zero probability of passing the station undetected in a corre-
sponding hypothetical crossing event. For X with n = 1, at-
tenuation models cannot be properly fit, but bp�seq can instead
be estimated by using information from other crossing
events at j. Because pmax is simply pping at the shortest tag-
to-station distance during a crossing event, for a crossing
event with n = 1, bp�seq is simply pmax. Although pmax is not
estimable for single-detection crossings, we extrapolated
pmax from those of sequences with n = 2–20 using a simple
least-squares regression (Fig. 2; lines were fit separately for
each j). For these relatively short sequences, pmax generally
decreased as n decreased, likely because near the edges of
station detection ranges, crossing times are expected to be
shorter and pmax is concurrently expected to be less. Extra-
polated values of pmax,j, p"max;j, were constrained at
0:01 � p"max;j � 1 in case predicted values were outside the
probability scale. Values of bp�seq with n = 1 in X tended to
be smaller than those with n ‡ 2. Across all combinations j,
p"max;j ranged from 0.29 to 1.

The number of fish passing a station undetected (bN�j ) is
estimated from the number of fish detected at j (Nj) for a
given crossing sequence n and bp�seq;j at that same n. This
method explicitly accounts for nonlinear variation in Nj andbp�seq;j with n, which is expected from variation in detection
ranges and crossing positions of fish past the receivers at a
station (because [Mlogit pping] parameters vary with n, see Re-
sults). At a given n, the mean bp�seq;j, bp�seq;n;j , is calculated
from all crossing events, and by rearrangingbp�seq;n;j ¼ Nn;j=ðNn;j þ bN�n;jÞ, it follows that

ð4Þ bN�n;j ¼ Nn;jð1� bp�seq;n;jÞbp�seq;n;j

 !
1

Fj

� �
In the case of X with n = 1, bp�seq;n;j is simply p"max;j. A cor-
rection factor, Fj, is applied because habitat differences in-
volving river currents (and, to a lesser extent, tag-type
differences) lead to expected differences in the time within
detection range during a crossing event. Crossing sequence
length, m, and duration, u, are both measures of this time.
The estimate of undetected fish, bN�n;j, is considered propor-
tional to the known Nn,j, but under swift flow conditions,
the ratio of bN�n;j : Nn;j is expected to be higher than under
low flow conditions (the same is true for weaker tags com-
pared with stronger tags). That is, bN�n;j is conditioned on Nn,j,
but this relationship is sensitive to time-within-range differ-
ences among j. Weaker tags or tags in swift rivers are gen-
erally associated with lower m and u, so Fj helps to
standardize bN�n;j : Nn;j in terms of time within detection
range. We chose to standardize predictions to crossing
events involving V9 tags at an inner coastal station in rela-

tively calm conditions, the outer Howe Sound line (HSout).
The choice of a standardizing term is arbitrary — it could
be an average of ocean stations or a different station in
calm conditions. Four measures of Fj were considered in ad-
dition to an uncorrected model with Fj = 1: (i) mj=mHSout

(means), (ii) emj= gmHSout (medians), (iii) uj =uHSout , and (iv)euj= guHSout. The mean (and median) of crossing events at
HSout was 44.5 (26.0) for m and 37.0 (17.4) for u. Those
at other stations tended to be shorter, especially in rivers,
but were occasionally longer.

The estimated number of fish crossing undetected for
each given n, bN�n;j, is used to calculate the detection proba-
bility estimate across all n:

ð5Þ p0loc;j ¼

X1
n¼1

Nn;jX1
n¼1
ðNn;j þ bN�n;jÞ

The estimator p0loc;j was calculated for each unique combina-
tion j of station, year, and tag type (at Fraser River stations,
j was stock-specific as well).

Other local-information estimates of detection
probability

Two alternative types of detection probability estimates
that use only local information at a detection station were
also considered and compared with bpmr;j. First, the same
crossing sequences X were used, but instead of fitting pping
models to X, a 0?? probability distribution was fit di-

Fig. 2. Two examples of pmax extrapolation to crossing sequences
with n = m = 1. Small points represent pmax estimates for crossing
sequences with n = 2–20 at the same station, year, and tag-type
combination: (a) inner Howe Sound line (inner coast), 2006, V9
tags; (b) lower Squamish River, 2006, V9 tags. Large points repre-
sent extrapolated pmax values for n = 1.
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rectly to the frequency distributions of m at each particular
station, year, and tag-type combination j. These frequency
distributions contain values of m from 1?? (actually to
240 after filtering, but this makes little difference). The
missing frequency at m = 0, i.e., the number of fish at j that
crossed the line undetected, is the value required for estimat-
ing detection probability. Five probability distributions were
modelled in an attempt to find the best overall fit to m rather
than strictly adhering to whether the probability distribution
properly describes the processes behind m. The Poisson dis-
tribution (discrete, with a single parameter, l; [MPoisson]),
which describes the number of detectable transmissions m
during a crossing event, would apply if the expected m
were the same across all fish. As this is unlikely because of
variable detection ranges and locations of crossing a station
relative to receiver(s), the variance-to-mean ratio is likely
higher than provided by the Poisson distribution, so the neg-
ative binomial distribution (discrete, with two parameters, p
and r; [Mneg-binom]), used in cases of overdispersion, may
more reasonably describe this process. We also considered
the geometric distribution (discrete, with a single parameter,
p; [Mgeom]) and two continuous distributions that could rea-
sonably fit the pattern of frequency distributions of m at j:
the log-normal distribution (with two parameters, m and s;
[Mlog-norm]), and the gamma distribution (with two parame-
ters, k and q; [Mgamma]). The probability mass at m = 0 for
the discrete distributions, or the area under the probability
density functions from m = 0 ? 1 for the continuous distri-
butions, represents the probability of a fish passing unde-
tected. For each probability distribution, the maximum-
likelihood fit was obtained, and the cumulative probability
at m = 1 was calculated to give the estimated zero propor-
tion. The parameters of these distributions are not as easily
interpretable as those of pping models for describing crossing
events, but this method is simpler compared with fitting pping
models to crossing sequences and estimating p0loc;j using
eqs. 3–5.

The second alternative local detection probability estimate
was possible for stations that contained multiple receivers
arranged in a line. Detection data from independent subsets
of receivers on a line can be used to calculate p0loc;j if at least
some fish tend to be detected on more than one receiver
while crossing a line. For example, subsets of odd-numbered
and even-numbered receivers can be taken, splitting the de-
tection data at the station among these subsets accordingly.
A probability p0loc;jðoddÞ is calculated as the proportion of in-
dividual fish detected on even-numbered receivers that were
also detected on odd-numbered receivers (i.e., (even\odd)/
even, and vice versa). Treating these components as inde-
pendent, we estimate an overall p0loc;j for this model,
[Modd–even subset], as

ð6Þ p0loc;j ¼ 1�
�

1� p0loc;jðoddÞ

��
1� p0loc;jðevenÞ

�
This is the probability of detecting a fish on only odd, only
even, or both odd- and even-numbered receivers. A similar
approach was used by Melnychuk (2009) to assess the re-
dundancy of receivers on a multireceiver line when detec-
tion data at receiver stations further along migration routes
are included as well. This method could also be applied to

situations where two single-receiver detection stations are
close enough that 100% survival between stations can be
reasonably assumed. The probability of a fish crossing both
stations undetected is equal to the product of the probabil-
ities of crossing each station undetected.

Mark–recapture detection probabilities
Mark–recapture bpmr;j were estimated independently of the

local estimators, p0loc;j, for the same combinations of j.
Stocks and species sharing the same tag type were similarly
pooled for estimating bpmr at a particular station in a particu-
lar year (Melnychuk 2009). This pooling was not done in
the Fraser River, as pmr decreased over the migration season
as a result of increasing water flow. Instead, stock-specificbpmr;j were estimated using a river level covariate paired
with stock-specific run timing values (Melnychuk 2009).
Note that bpmr;j estimates were not possible for the final inner
coast stations in the POST study area or for outer coast sta-
tions, where no or insufficient detection data were available
beyond station j. This limits the comparison of bpmr;j and
p0loc;j in coastal areas to three stations prior to the final sta-
tions. Only p0loc;j with Nj ‡ 10 were compared with bpmr;j to
reduce bias from small sample size in either measure of p.
In total, the number of combinations j at which both bpmr;j

and p0loc;j were estimated was, by habitat: Fraser River (25),
smaller rivers (33), estuaries (3), and inner coast (15), ex-
cept for the multireceiver [Modd–even subset] p0loc;j estimator,
where only the inner coast comparisons were possible.

Results

Crossing sequences
After filtering out detections that were likely false, 16%

of all crossing sequences had a single detection (Table 2).
The proportion of single-detection crossing events was
greater at river stations than at coastal detection stations. Re-
lated measures, the mean number of detections in a crossing
sequence (n) and the mean length of crossing sequences in-
cluding missed transmissions (m), were smaller in river hab-
itats than in coastal habitats. Excluding the 765 crossing
sequences with n = m = 1, 23% of crossing sequences with
n ‡ 2 had no missed signals within X (i.e., n = m; Table 2).
Again, the proportion of crossing events without a miss was
larger in river habitats than in coastal habitats. The number
of detected signals in a row in these sequences ranged from
2 to >100.

Crossing events consisted primarily of short sequences,
with 73% of sequences containing n £ 15 (Fig. 3a) and
57% containing m £ 15 (Fig. 3b). As the time between Xi
and Xi+i was about 1 min on average, m £ 60 denotes a
crossing event shorter than 1 h, which was true for 87% of
all sequences. When separated by habitat type (shown later),
histograms for crossing sequences at stations in small and
large rivers were skewed more towards smaller n and m rel-
ative to the trend shown in Fig. 3, whereas those at stations
in estuaries and coastal areas were skewed towards larger n
and m. This is reflected in the smaller mean n and mean m,
as well as the greater proportion of sequences with single
detections, in the two river categories compared with estuary
or coastal stations (Table 2).
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[Mlogit pping] parameter estimates
For each of the 4153 crossing sequences (excluding the

765 sequences with n = m = 1), a set of four parameters
was estimated for [Mlogit pping]. Histograms and co-plots of
the MLEs of these parameters are shown in Fig. 4 (n is not
a parameter but is also included to show covariation with
model parameters). Apart from u, which was roughly log-
normally distributed, the three other parameters showed bi-
modal (s and pmax) or strongly skewed distributions, with
parameter estimates often at or near boundaries. Because X
were preceded by 50 zeros, xmin was typically near 50 (but
was sometimes greater for long sequences when s was also
high). The width of the curve, u, was typically proportional
to n. The steepness–1 around the inflection points, s, was es-
timated at the lower boundary of 0.1 in 46% of sequences,
especially short ones, which resulted in a logistic curve that
approximated a uniform density function. Higher s were
generally estimated for longer sequences. Nearly 45% of
crossing sequences had pmax estimated at >0.99, especially
for sequences that had n = m. This parameter showed little
consistent variation with n, xmin, or s but was negatively
correlated with u (Fig. 4).

The general patterns of covariation between parameter es-
timates (Fig. 4) hold if sequences are separated by tag type
and (or) by the five habitat categories, although there are
some differences in parameter distributions. Sequence length
(m) and duration (u) tended to be longer for V9 tags than
for V7 tags except in the Fraser River, where they were sim-
ilar (Table 3). There was no consistent difference among tag
types in xmin (as expected) or in pmax, although s tended to
be slightly higher for V9 tags. Comparing habitats, m, u,
and s were all smaller in rivers than in estuaries or coastal
areas. In rivers, pmax was slightly higher on average than in
coastal areas, and there was little consistent difference
among habitats in xmin (Table 3).

Using eqs. 3–5, frequency distributions of n and m
(Fig. 3) can be extrapolated to the unknown n = m = 0 cat-
egory. The estimated number of crossing events at a combi-
nation j of station, year, and tag type during which no
transmissions were detected is represented by the

X1
n¼1
bN�n;j

term in eq. 5. Summing these estimates across j within each
habitat gives bN�hab, i.e., bN hab with n = m = 0 (Fig. 5). Fre-
quency counts at n = 1–20 are the same as those shown in

Table 2. Summary of number of detections (n) in crossing sequences (X), as well as sequence length (m) including
missed signals, separated by habitat type.

Habitat Total X Mean n Mean m
No. of X with
n = m = 1

% of X with
n = m = 1

No. of X with
n = m ‡ 2

% of X with
n = m ‡ 2

Fraser River 945 9.8 18.2 199 21.1 188 25.2
Smaller rivers 1277 10.2 15.5 265 20.8 530 52.4
Estuaries 565 14.9 36.4 100 17.7 47 10.1
Inner coast 1751 19.3 31.7 170 9.7 166 10.5
Outer coast 380 17.1 32.0 31 8.2 42 12.0
All 4918 13.8 25.5 765 15.6 973 23.4

Fig. 3. Histograms and cumulative probability distributions of 4918 crossing sequences: (a) number of detections in a sequence, n; (b) se-
quence length, m, including missed transmissions. Cumulative distributions are shown in both plots for comparison: continuous shaded line
with circles corresponds with n and broken line corresponds with m.
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Fig. 3, separated by habitat. Predicted bN�hab values seemed to
follow the general trends of the frequency distributions from
n = 1–20. The n = 0 category was the most frequent in all
habitats. The increase from Nhab at n = 1 to bN�hab was least
for estuary and outer coast stations and greatest for Fraser
River stations (Fig. 5).

Comparison of p0loc estimators with pmr estimates
Paired estimates of the p0loc;j estimators with bpmr;j had cor-

relation coefficients ranging from 0.28 to 0.54 at Fraser
River stations, from 0.53 to 0.76 at smaller river stations,
and from 0.38 to 0.81 at inner coast stations (Table 4).

Among the [Mlogit pping] models, the four corrected models
tended to have higher r than the model with Fj = 1. The
two models that had the highest overall correlations across
habitats were those with Fj ¼ mj=mHSout (r = 0.54, 0.75, and
0.81 for Fraser River, smaller rivers, and inner coast, respec-
tively; Fig. 6) and Fj ¼ emj= gmHSout (r = 0.47, 0.72, and 0.78
for Fraser River, smaller rivers, and inner coast, respec-
tively). Local-information estimators based on direct fits of
probability distributions to frequency distributions of cross-
ing sequence m tended to have poorer overall correlations
with bpmr;j than estimators based on the corrected [Mlogit pping]
models (Table 4). The Poisson distribution was the poorest
of these and the negative binomial distribution, better able

Fig. 4. Histograms (on the diagonal) and co-plots of maximum likelihood estimates of [Mlogit pping] parameters fit to crossing sequences. The
number of detections in the crossing sequence, n, is also shown for n ‡ 2. Three parameters and n are log-transformed. A Lowess fit line
with smoothing parameter 0.2 is shown in each co-plot. Correlation coefficients between parameters or n are shown above the diagonal.
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to deal with overdispersion, was somewhat more correlated
with bpmr;j. Of these five models, on average, the geometric
distribution best fit the pattern across habitats (r = 0.48,
0.57, and 0.64 for Fraser River, smaller rivers, and inner
coast, respectively). Applying a correction factor
Fj ¼ mj=mHSout or Fj ¼ emj= gmHSout to these direct-fit distribu-
tion models improved the overall correlation across habitats
slightly (not shown), but the corrected direct-fit distribution
models were still less correlated with bpmr;j than the corrected
[Mlogit pping] models. At multireceiver inner coast stations,
the correlation for [Modd–even subset] was intermediate between
the corrected [Mlogit pping] models and the direct-fit distribu-
tion models (Table 4). Because there were only three paired
estimates of p0loc;j and bpmr;j in estuaries, we do not present
correlation or regression results for these stations. Similarly,
no comparisons were possible for outer coast stations asbpmr;j is not estimable. Both tag types are included in this
paired analysis, because V7 tags generally had a lower p
than V9 tags for both p0loc;j and bpmr;j.

Local detection probability estimates were generally high
compared with bpmr;j (i.e., were likely biased upward) as re-
gressions between p0loc;j and bpmr;j all had intercepts greater
than 0 (a, ranging from 0.18 to 1) and slopes less than 1 (b,
ranging from 0 to 0.72; Table 4). This was especially true
for the uncorrected [Mlogit pping] model and the five direct-fit
distribution models. The corrected [Mlogit pping] models
tended to have a closer to 1 and b closer to 0, i.e.,
p0loc;j : bpmr;j ratios closer to 1:1 (Fig. 6). Again, at multi-
receiver inner coast stations, [Modd–even subset] was intermedi-
ate between the corrected [Mlogit pping] models and the
direct-fit distribution models in terms of a and b (Table 4).
Comparing the best overall p0loc;j (the [Mlogit pping] model
with Fj ¼ mj=mHSout ) and bpmr;j in different habitats, correla-
tion between estimators was lower but the relationship was
closer to 1:1 for Fraser River stations (Fig. 6a). Conversely,
correlation was higher but the relationship was furthest from
1:1 at inner coast stations (Fig. 6c; the range of both meas-
ures of p was much less compared with river habitats, which
may have contributed to the higher correlation). Smaller
river stations had correlation intermediate between these, as
well as intermediate a and b (Table 4), although the fit was
degraded by two estimates that had high leverage, withbpmr;j = 0.27–0.30 and p0loc;j & 1 (Fig. 6b).

Paired comparisons (Table 4; Fig. 6) were limited to p0loc;j
based on Nj ‡ 10. However, 10 £ Nj £ 20–30 may still be a
low number of crossing events on which to base an estimate
of detection probability. Small sample sizes can lead to
biases in both p0loc;j and bpmr;j, so p0loc;j is likely a less reliable
predictor of bpmr;j when Nj £ 20–30 compared with when Nj ‡
30. Using p0loc;j=bpmr;j as an indicator of bias in the predictive
relationship, this ratio deviates from 1 at smaller numbers of
Nj (Fig. 7). A doubling or halving of the ratio is not uncom-
mon at Nj £ 20, but this ratio stabilizes near 1 as Nj increases.

Discussion

Utility of p0loc as a predictor of bpmr

The detection probability estimator presented here is
based on patterns of detected and missed signal transmis-
sions from fish tags that were detected while migrating past
a station. From this local information, inferences are made
about the proportion of fish not detected. It is assumed that
these fish not detected at a station could have been, other-
wise mark–recapture estimates of bpmr;j would be biased and

Table 3. Means (and medians in parentheses) of crossing sequence lengths, m, and [Mlogit pping] model parameters fit
to 4153 sequences (765 sequences of n = m = 1 are excluded), separated by habitat and tag type.

Habitat Tag type Total X m u s pmax xmin

Fraser River V7 152 24.0 (10) 20.5 (8.0) 0.86 (0.10) 0.73 (0.79) 52.1 (50.5)
V9 594 22.4 (11) 18.1 (9.0) 0.98 (0.10) 0.80 (0.89) 52.4 (50.5)

Smaller rivers V7 313 16.1 (6) 14.7 (6.0) 0.50 (0.10) 0.88 (1.00) 51.2 (50.5)
V9 699 20.7 (8) 18.6 (7.1) 0.56 (0.10) 0.86 (1.00) 51.4 (50.5)

Estuaries V7 32 25.9 (10) 20.1 (8.5) 1.44 (0.10) 0.71 (0.67) 52.4 (50.5)
V9 433 45.4 (27) 38.5 (20.7) 1.48 (0.20) 0.62 (0.67) 53.9 (50.5)

Inner coast V7 224 28.4 (18) 22.4 (13.1) 1.30 (0.20) 0.66 (0.67) 53.6 (50.5)
V9 1 357 36.5 (22) 29.6 (16.6) 1.57 (0.20) 0.75 (0.86) 53.9 (50.5)

Outer coast V7 0
V9 349 34.4 (23) 27.1 (19.0) 1.69 (0.20) 0.81 (0.92) 54.1 (50.5)

Fig. 5. Frequency distributions of the number of detections per
crossing sequence, n, separated by habitat. Only sequences with n £
20 are shown. Symbols from n = 1–20 are from sequence data,
whereas large symbols at n = 0 are estimates of the number of fish
crossing stations undetected, bN�hab, under model [Mlogit pping] with
Fj ¼ mj=mHSout .
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the local estimator would be less reliable. For example, con-
sider two situations: (i) a dense line of multiple receivers
stretches only halfway across an inshore strait, but migration
routes of fish are uniformly distributed across this strait;
(ii) a dense multireceiver line is deployed on an outer coast,
but only half of the fish from a tagged group cross over the
line, whereas the other half goes around it, further offshore.
In both cases, assume that there are sufficient detection sta-
tions further along the migration route to estimate bpmr at this
station. Even if all fish that crossed over the receivers were
detected, bpmr would only be 0.5 because half of the fish did
not cross over the receivers. Conversely, p0loc would be based
on the fish that were detected at the station, so might be
closer to 1. Using p0loc;j as a predictor of bpmr;j therefore as-
sumes that receivers are deployed close enough to one an-
other and cover the full range of possible migration routes
across some point so that every fish migrating past that
point has a nonzero probability of being detected. In other
words, p0loc;j conditions on any tagged fish crossing the sta-
tion transmitting at least once while within range of a re-
ceiver.

The best local estimator considered here, [Mlogit pping] with
Fj ¼ mj=mHSout , predicted mark–recapture detection proba-
bilities reasonably well considering that it uses only local in-
formation. The primary purpose of using a local estimator
would be to address situations in which bpmr;j is not known
or precisely estimable, however, so correlations of p0loc;j andbpmr;j would not necessarily be routinely quantified. Instead,
the local estimator could be used as either a covariate of
pmr,j in mark–recapture models or an absolute predictor of
pmr,j; which of these is most appropriate may depend on the
sample size of the study and magnitude of pmr. If Nj £ 50–
100 at stations along migration routes as a result of moder-
ate tag sample sizes, moderate pmr,j, or mortality during the
migration before arriving at later stations, the estimator
could be used as a covariate where bpmr;j is constrained to be

a function of p0loc;j. (Similarly, p0loc;j could be used as a prior
estimate of pmr,j in Bayesian formulations.) This could result
in more parsimonious mark–recapture models for estimating
pmr,j and survival probabilities, in contrast to using more
general CJS models with pmr,j estimated independently for
each j. At modest Nj, however, the ratio of p0loc;j=bpmr;j may
have a large enough bias in either direction that absolute
predictions of pmr,j are not reliable. Further, estimating p0loc;j

for use as either a covariate or prior parameter from the
same detection data set as that used for mark–recapture
analyses can be susceptible to overfitting, and the precision
of constrained bpmr;j can be overestimated, so caution should
be used if using p0loc;j as a covariate. Conversely, if sample
sizes are large, pmr,j is high, and mortality levels are low to
moderate during the migration such that Nj ‡ 100 even at
stations later in the migration, the local estimator could be
used as an absolute predictor of pmr,j at the final detection
station, where p cannot be estimated with mark–recapture
methods. For large Nj, if the ratio p0loc;j=bpmr;j does actually
stabilize near 1, the possible bias in this absolute prediction
could be acceptable. In making an absolute prediction for
the final station, however, either a covariate p0loc;j should be
used across all stations or correlations between p0loc;j andbpmr;j should be assessed to ensure that the prediction for the
final station is likely reasonable. Whether p0loc;j is used as a
covariate of bpmr;j or as an absolute predictor of bpmr;j at the
final detection station, in both cases, this allows the survival
probability in the final segment to be estimable, conditioned
on the final bpmr;j.

Establishing a minimum Nj for making comparisons be-
tween p0loc;j and bpmr;j can reduce biases in either estimate of
p from small sample sizes. Although Nj ‡ 10 was used as a
threshold in our comparisons, we found that Nj ‡ 30 would
have resulted in a ratio of p0loc;j=bpmr;j closer to 1. The trade-
off with increasing the Nj threshold is that in studies with

Table 4. Comparison of p̂mr;j and estimators of p0loc;j: five [Mlogit pping] models (four with a correction factor, Fj),
five probability distribution fits to crossing sequence m histograms, and one receiver subsetting method.

Fraser River Smaller rivers Inner coast

r b a r b a r b a

[Mlogit pping] model
Uncorrected (Fj = 1) 0.31 0.14 0.80 0.65 0.21 0.78 0.64 0.19 0.77
Fj ¼ mj =mHSout 0.54 0.71 0.20 0.75 0.60 0.37 0.81 0.44 0.51
Fj ¼ emj= gmHSout 0.47 0.68 0.18 0.72 0.72 0.23 0.78 0.41 0.54
Fj ¼ uj =uHSout 0.52 0.66 0.23 0.75 0.59 0.38 0.53 0.35 0.59
Fj ¼ euj= guHSout 0.45 0.59 0.29 0.73 0.66 0.31 0.60 0.30 0.65

Direct fits to crossing sequence m
MPoisson 0.32 0.10 0.90 0.53 0.26 0.75 0.38 0.00 1.00
Mneg-binom 0.34 0.19 0.67 0.70 0.32 0.52 0.44 0.16 0.78
Mgeom 0.48 0.35 0.56 0.57 0.29 0.58 0.64 0.11 0.84
Mlog-norm 0.34 0.15 0.80 0.76 0.25 0.70 0.47 0.10 0.89
Mgamma 0.28 0.11 0.79 0.66 0.19 0.70 0.42 0.12 0.85

Multireceiver subsetting method
Modd-even subset — — 0.57 0.50 0.48

Note: Criteria for comparison include correlation coefficients (r), slopes (b), and intercepts (a) of a linear regression of
p0loc;j against bpmr;j.
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small or moderate sample sizes, fewer paired estimates will
be available for assessing the correlation within a given hab-
itat, or fewer p0loc;j will be available for use as a covariate. If

we had used Nj ‡ 30 (or 20), the number of paired estimates
of p would have decreased from 25 to 7 (or 10) in the Fraser
River, from 33 to 22 (or 26) in smaller rivers, and from 15
to 13 (or 14) at inner coast stations. If Nj is generally large
even at later stations in the migration route, or if enough sta-
tions or years of study are used, then a higher threshold of
Nj may be used while still leaving enough paired estimates
to establish a relationship between p0loc;j and bpmr;j. Con-
versely, if few crossing events occur above some Nj thresh-
old, there will be missing covariate values of the estimator
at some stations.

Among the three habitats where p0loc;j was compared withbpmr;j, the relationship was most variable at Fraser River sta-
tions. This is likely at least partly the result of a strong rela-
tionship between pmr,j and river flow (Melnychuk 2009).
These bpmr;j are estimates for an entire release group (combi-
nation of station, year, tag type, and stock), but individual
fish within a group may cross the station at different times
and may therefore have a variable probability of being de-
tected (the crossing time of fish not detected is not known
but can be treated as a random variable in Bayesian formu-
lations of CJS models; Muthukumarana et al. 2009). In con-
trast, the p0loc;j estimators are assessed from detection data of
crossing events of individual fish, so by definition, these re-
flect the river flow levels at the time of crossing. If hetero-
geneity in pmr,j exists, methods to account for it can improve
mark–recapture estimates (Pledger et al. 2003). The local es-
timator accounts for heterogeneity among detected individu-
als; the researcher could assess whether bp�seq;j changes under
varying environmental conditions like increasing river flow
during a migration season. Similarly, the estimator could be
used to evaluate other assumptions of mark–recapture mod-
els such as the partial-sampling scenarios from incomplete
detection stations described above. If p0loc;j at some j is un-
usually high relative to bpmr;j, that might suggest that some
proportion of the tagged population is not available to be de-
tected at j, thereby biasing bpmr;j.

Assumptions of p0loc attenuation models
In considering the temporal sequence of detections and

missed transmissions as quasi-spatial to fit attenuation mod-
els, continuous travel at constant speed of tagged fish mi-
grating past stations was assumed. If fish speed changes
during a crossing event, or if direction changes to lateral or
diagonal movement along a multireceiver station rather than
perpendicular movement across it, the quasi-spatial units of
sequence length will not be proportional to actual distances
from tag to receiver. The method is therefore best suited for
species that consistently migrate with little chance of resid-
ing near detection stations where residency could be misin-
terpreted as long crossing events. Long detection sequences
or repeated sequences at the same station can be easily iden-
tified; we excluded all non-novel and long (>4 h) crossing
events before calculating p0loc;j.

Travel rate across stations was also assumed to be constant
among individual fish. Slower fish, as a result of either
shorter body length or a greater proportion of time not contin-
ually swimming, are expected to have longer crossing se-
quence lengths than faster fish. The probability of a fish
crossing a line undetected is higher for faster fish; because

Fig. 6. Comparison of local-information detection probability estima-
tor (p0loc;j) from [Mlogit pping] model and mark–recapture detection prob-
ability estimates (bpmr;j) at the same station, year, and tag type (in the
Fraser River, estimates are stock-specific as well). Paired estimates are
separated by habitat: (a) Fraser River, (b) smaller rivers, and (c) inner
coast. Open circles show uncorrected p0loc;j and shaded circles show
p0loc;j with Fj ¼ mj =mHSout . Regression lines (continuous lines) are
shown for shaded circles. Dotted lines show 1:1 relationship.
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slower fish contribute disproportionately more crossing se-
quences at j, p0loc;j may underestimate pmr,j (although we found
that p0loc;j � bpmr;j rather than p0loc;j � bpmr;j most of the time).

The five pping attenuation models all involved decrease in
pping with increasing tag-to-station distance (although two
had a threshold effect of constant pping to some distance).
This assumption differs from other suggestions that at any
given moment (i.e., a crossing event), the density function
of pping with increasing distance is nearly uniform, with
pping & 1 to some threshold distance, beyond which pping de-
clines sharply to zero (A.J. Hobday, CSIRO Marine and At-
mospheric Research, GPO Box 1538 Hobart, TAS 7001,
Australia, and D. Pincock, VEMCO Division, AMIRIX Sys-
tems Inc., 211 Horseshoe Lake Dr., Halifax, NS B3S 0B9,
Canada, unpublished data). We found some support for the
assumption of a simple uniform density function in sequen-
ces with n ‡ 2: (i) 23% of sequences were uniform with n =
m, (ii) 46% of sequences had [Mlogit pping] parameter s esti-
mated at the lower boundary of 0.1, and (iii) 45% of sequen-
ces had pmax estimated at >0.99 (21% of sequences met all
three criteria). Remaining sequences, however, involved
more of a gradual increase in pping with decreasing tag-to-
receiver distance. The two threshold pping models, including
the logistic model used, are flexible in that the shape of their
probability curves can be near-uniform if warranted by the
detection data (Appendix C).

Crossing sequences were treated independently when fit-
ting pping attenuation models, which resulted in a set of three
to five parameters estimated for each crossing event (e.g.,
four parameters in the case of model [Mlogit pping]) and thus
a large number of total estimated parameters over all cross-
ing events at j. Alternative approaches could involve model-
ling parameter values at j as random effects or moving to a
Bayesian hierarchical model with [Mlogit pping] parameters
described by hyperparameters. This could allow information

sharing between parameters at j while still maintaining a lo-
cal information-only approach to estimation of p0loc;j.

The predictive ability of p0loc;j from [Mlogit pping] as an in-
dex of bpmr;j is sensitive to the choice of the correction factor,
Fj. The uncorrected model with Fj = 1 was not as good a
predictor as models with Fj standardized to a station with
calm, relatively low net current conditions. Logistic models
based on mean or median m (Fj ¼ mj=mHSout or
Fj ¼ emj= gmHSout) gave similar and, overall, the best predic-
tions of bpmr;j among the set of 10 models considered. Inclu-
sion of Fj (which standardizes for variation in average
crossing times) in the calculation of p0loc;j is reasonably justi-

fied as bN�n;j is based on the number of fish detected at j; the

ratio bN�n;j : Nn;j varies as a result of not only [Mlogit pping] fits
to X of fish that were detected, but also time-within-range
factors that result in variation in Nn,j. Several approaches
could be used to determine an appropriate Fj for other stud-
ies. If there is variation across habitats where receiver sta-
tions are placed, a reference station in calm waters could be
chosen, as we did. Studies that are conducted only in rivers
may not have a comparable low-current station that can be
used for Fj. Alternative approaches are to use either the sta-
tion with lowest flow or the combination of station, year,
and tag type (and possibly stock) that have the highest mj
as the denominator. We do not consider use of Fj to be a
violation of our ‘‘only local information’’ approach. The de-
nominator is constant across all j and could instead be re-
placed by a constant. If a relationship between p0loc;j andbpmr;j as close to 1:1 is desired (rather than simply using
p0loc;j as an index for prediction) and choice of Fj based on
environmental characteristics is not deemed to be important
by the researcher, then a constant Fj could instead be found
through optimization routines that generate as close to a 1:1
relationship as possible.

Fig. 7. Ratio of p0loc;j (model [Mlogit pping] with Fj ¼ mj =mHSout ) to bpmr;j at the same station, year, and tag type (and in the Fraser River stock
as well). Points are plotted against the number of detected crossing events, Nj (only paired estimates with Nj ‡ 10 are shown), and separated
by habitat type: Fraser River (~), smaller rivers (*), and inner coast (~). Note log scale. The horizontal line at 1 shows where
p0loc;j ¼ bpmr;j.
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Crossing sequences and [Mlogit pping] parameters
There was considerable variation among crossing sequen-

ces in MLEs of [Mlogit pping] model parameters and in cova-
riation among parameters. This is expected because of
variation in environmental conditions during fish crossing
events and the specific position of crossing the station (i.e.,
closest distance from tag to receiver during the crossing
event). The sequence length, m, or duration of the
[Mlogit pping] curve, u, are expected to be shorter if fish cross
the station near the edge of the detection range or in the gap
between two receivers or if travel speed is faster. High val-
ues of pmax are expected when fish pass close to a station or
if acoustic conditions are favourable so that most or all trans-
missions are detected. A low s resulting in a near-uniform
pping probability curve could arise when acoustic conditions
are such that pping near pmax is expected until some short
detection range away, after which pping drops sharply toward
0 (low s was typically associated with low n). Crossing posi-
tions cannot be estimated easily from the data, but expected
variation in these positions leads to the variation in parame-
ter estimates and covariation among them.

Variation in detection processes among habitats was evi-
dent in both the length of crossing sequences and MLEs of
[Mlogit pping] parameters. Crossing sequences at river stations
had a higher proportion of single detections and a higher
proportion of uniform probability curves at n = m ‡ 2 than
those from inner or outer coastal areas. This corresponds
with the lower s and higher pmax estimated for river stations.
Crossing sequences at river stations also had shorter mean n,
m, and u than those from coastal stations. Because the mini-
mum distance from tag to station should be shorter in rivers
than at coastal stations (where fish can cross in the gaps be-
tween two receivers), this might explain why rivers showed
a greater proportion of sequences without a missed detec-
tion, even if those sequences were shorter on average. Simi-
lar differences in sequence length and model parameters
were seen between tag types, with crossing sequences of the
weaker V7 tags having shorter m and u and smaller s than
V9 tags. This relates to time-within-detection range differen-
ces among habitats and tag types, which were standardized
by using Fj in the calculation of bN�n;j. A greater contribution

of bN�n;j comes from p"max;j extrapolations at n = 1 than from
hypothetical bp�seq;j at n ‡ 2. Summing over all crossing se-

quences n and combinations j in each habitat, bN�hab at least
appears to follow the general trend from known crossing se-
quences at n = 1–20.

The choice of the number of zeros added before and after
X (50) was arbitrary but did not have a large effect on esti-
mates of pmax for sequences with n = 1–20 or on bp�seq for se-
quences with n ‡ 2; estimates when [Mlogit pping] was fit to
sequences with 50 zeros before and after X were similar to
those involving 10 or 100 zeros. The largest deviations were
observed for long sequences with 10 zeros before and after
X, as the tails of [Mlogit pping] were not as ‘‘rooted’’ to zero
before and after X. Deviations in these long sequences, how-
ever, had little effect on bp�seq as bp�seq is already near zero for
long sequences and had little effect on the pmax extrapolation
because they were relatively few.

The possibility of false detections resulting from tag colli-
sions and other factors leads to the common suggestion for

acoustic or radio telemetry studies that single detections of
a tag at a station be excluded from analyses. That may be
appropriate for fish that spend considerable time near a sta-
tion, but migrating fish may be within detection range of a
station for enough time to transmit only a few signals, espe-
cially in rivers where travel speeds are assisted by currents.
Our results show that such exclusions would likely lead to
biases of bpmr;j for migrating fish: 16% of all crossing events
that were considered legitimate in this POST data set in-
volved only a single detection. If these detections were ex-
cluded from mark–recapture analyses, bpmr;j would be
underestimated because legitimate detections would be
treated as nondetection at j. If fish are not detected after j,
survival probabilities to j could be either overestimated (be-
cause bpmr;j is underestimated) or underestimated (because
evidence of survival to j would be excluded), depending on
the degree of bias in bpmr;j. The trade-off between willingness
to accept a possible false single detection and exclusion of a
legitimate single detection occurs along a continuum. If tele-
metry studies have direct relevance to estimating parameters
important to fisheries management issues, risk assessments
could be used to identify appropriate locations along this
continuum in terms of optimal policy recommendations.
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Appendix A. Pseudocode for constructing a
sequence of detections and missed emissions

Consider the following detections of two tags at a receiver
station, arranged in chronological order:

The goal is to construct the most likely sequence of 1s
and 0s representing detections and missed transmissions, re-
spectively, of tag 555 during this time period.

The variables are defined as follows: r, average repeat
rate or time between the start of successive transmissions
(62 s); cut, threshold for parsing detection data into separate
crossing sequences (60 min); and i, row index, starting
with 1.

The procedure is as follows.

1. Read in tag codei and (date+time)i from row i of detec-
tion times and assign this detection a corresponding 1 in
a crossing sequence.

2. If tag codei+1 on row i + 1 is the same, calculate Dtime =
(date+time)i+1 – (date+time)i. If tag codei+1 on row i + 1
is not the same, end sequence.

3. If Dtime < cut, construct a hypothetical sequence of
transmission times beginning with (date+time)i and in-
crementing by r.

4. Find the closest match between (date+time)i+1 and all
possible times in the hypothetical transmission sequence
and assign a 1 in the crossing sequence corresponding to
this best-matched time in the transmission sequence.

5. Reset this best-matched time in the transmission se-
quence to (date+time)i+1.

6. Assign a 0 in the crossing sequence corresponding to all
hypothetical transmission times between (date+time)i and
(date+time)i+1.

7. Increase i by 1 and go to number 1.
The results are as follows:

Boldfaced hypothetical transmission times are those that
were reset to the actual detection time after the process of
finding a closest match. We can calculate n as the number
of detections of a tag crossing a station during a crossing
event and m as the sequence length of the crossing event in-
cluding both detections and missed transmissions. By defini-
tion n £ m, and in this case, n = 5 and m = 9. For stations
with multiple receivers, the detections from all receivers at
the station would first be sorted in chronological order, all
but one simultaneous detection on multiple receivers would
be excluded, and the same procedure would then be fol-
lowed. Finally, a large number of 0s (e.g., 50–100) would
be added to either end of the crossing sequence for numeri-
cal estimation purposes.

Tag no. Date Time

555 25–05–2004 16:49:02
555 25–05–2004 16:50:54
555 25–05–2004 16:51:38
555 25–05–2004 16:53:22
555 25–05–2004 16:56:17
2222 25–05–2004 17:30:12
2222 25–05–2004 17:31:29

Note: Date is expressed in day–month–year; time
is expressed in hours : minutes : seconds.

Detection time Hypothetical transmission time

Date Time Date Time
Crossing
sequence

25–05–2004 16:49:02 25–05–2004 16:49:02 1
25–05–2004 16:50:04 0

25–05–2004 16:50:54 25–05–2004 16:50:54 1
25–05–2004 16:51:38 25–05–2004 16:51:38 1

25–05–2004 16:52:40 0
25–05–2004 16:53:22 25–05–2004 16:53:22 1

25–05–2004 16:54:24 0
25–05–2004 16:55:26 0

25–05–2004 16:56:17 25–05–2004 16:56:17 1

Note: Date is expressed in day–month–year; time is expressed in
hours : minutes : seconds.
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Appendix B. Alternate pping attenuation
model descriptions and comparison

Four pping attenuation models are described in this appen-
dix. These models, along with [Mlogit pping], are then com-
pared using information-theoretic methods. The general
forms of the five models fit to an example crossing se-
quence are shown in Fig. 1 of the main text.

(i) [Mlin pping]
This is a three-parameter model (pmax, xc, b) that predicts a

linear increase in pping from the early portion of X towards
the centre point, xc:

ðB1Þ pping;i ¼ pmax

1þ bðXi � xcÞ if Xi < xc

1� bðXi � xcÞ if Xi > xc

 !
At xc, pping = pmax. A linear decrease is symmetrical about
xc, with pping decreasing towards the later portion of X. The
slope of the increase in pping is b (and –b for the decrease in
pping). Greater b implies a more rapid increase towards pmax
and decrease away from pmax. Typically, xc occurs near the
middle of X, Xm/2, although asymmetrical patterns of detec-
tions and missed signals can draw xc to one side or another
of Xm/2. Constraints were placed on the parameters for nu-
merical estimation purposes: 0.001 < pmax < 1; 0.01 < b <
200; X1 < xc < Xm. Additionally, pping was constrained to be
[ (1.0 � 10–9, 0.999999999), which prevented negative va-
lues of predicted pping oustide of X but within the range of
the 50 zeros to either side of X.

(ii) [Mnorm pping]
This is a three-parameter model (pmax,m, s) that predicts a

bell-shaped increase in pping from the early part of X towards
m (the centre point, m, is equivalent to xc in the linear
model, but we use typical notation for the normal probabil-
ity distribution here):

ðB2Þ pping;i ¼ pmax

1

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p e
� ðXi�mÞ2

2s2

� � !
At m, pping = pmax. As Xi increases, the rate of increase in
pping towards pmax at m or decrease in pping away from m is
determined by the standard deviation of the normal curve, s.
Similar to the logistic model, smaller values of s imply a
more rapid change in pping with change in Xi. Constraints
were placed on the parameters: 0.001 < pmax < 1; 0.1 < s;
X1 < m < Xm. The normal probability density at Xi was stan-
dardized by dividing this quantity by the normal density at
m so that the maximum standardized density of the curve
was 1 before multiplication with pmax.

(iii) [Mai pping]
This is a four-parameter model (pmax, xc,a, b) that predicts

a decrease in pping with increasing tag-to-receiver distance
according to physical properties of underwater attenuation
and spreading of acoustic intensity. We assume that pping is
proportional to intensity, so pping decreases exponentially
from pmax toward zero as the absolute distance from Xi to xc
increases:

ðB3Þ pping;i ¼ pmax

e

2 � a � ðXi � xcÞ
20 � log10ðeÞ

� �
ð�ðXi�xcÞÞb if Xi < xc

e

�2 � a � ðXi � xcÞ
20 � log10ðeÞ

� �
ðXi�xcÞb if Xi > xc

0BBBB@
1CCCCA

The attenuation coefficient, a, and exponent, b, together
control the steepness of attenuation with increasing distance.
For 69 kHz transmissions in seawater, typical measurements
of a are 0.015–0.025 dB�m–1 (Leighton 1998). Although at-
tenuation in pure water is less, the effect of suspended sedi-
ments and microbubbles can drastically increase attenuation,
so overall attenuation may be higher in rivers that contain
turbulent flow (Richards et al. 1996). Attenuation in sea-
water resulting from microbubbles under windy or surf con-
ditions has been measured around 4–5 dB�m–1 (Richards and
Leighton 2003; Leighton et al. 2004). The exponent b deter-
mines the geometrical attenuation of the wavefront through
the water as the result of spreading: b = 2 implies spherical
spreading and b = 1 implies cylindrical spreading, which
may be more appropriate for riverine attenuation. Despite
the lack of theory to support it, to better fit the data we also
chose to consider cases in which b ranges as low as 0.01 to
reduce the importance of the geometrical spreading effect
(at b = 0, intensity decreases with distance are solely due to
absorptive attenuation). The form of eq. B3 is slightly differ-
ent than typically presented for intensity attenuation as it in-
volves a in units of dB�m–1 rather than Nepers�m–1 and so
requires the conversion (dB�m–1) = 20�log10e1 (Np�m–1).
Parameters were constrained as follows: 0.001 < pmax < 1;
0.01 < a < 4 dB�m–1; 0.01 < b < 2; X1 < xc < Xm. (Note
that a constraint of 1 £ b £ 2 would have resulted in an
even poorer fit relative to model [Mlogit pping].) Additionally,
pping,i was constrained to be [ (1.0 � 10–9, 0.999999999).

(iv) [Mai-thr pping]
This is a five-parameter model (pmax, xc, a, b, Imax) that is

similar to model iii but also includes the parameter Imax that
allows a threshold effect:

ðB4Þ pping;i ¼ pmax

Imaxe

2 � a � ðXi � xcÞ
20 � log10ðeÞ

� �
ð�ðXi�xcÞÞb if Xi < xc

Imax e

�2 � a � ðXi � xcÞ
20 � log10ðeÞ

� �
ðXi�xcÞb if Xi > xc

0BBBB@
1CCCCA

Instead of assuming that pping is directly proportional to inten-
sity across all tag-to-receiver distances, in this model we as-
sume a uniform pping out to some distance threshold to either
side of xc, beyond which pping decreases at a similar rate as in
model (iii). There is no physical interpretation of Imax, but it ex-
tends pmax out to this threshold distance. Parameters were con-
strained for numerical estimation purposes: 0.001 < pmax < 1;
0.01 < a < 4 dB�m–1; 0.01 < b < 2; 1 £ Imax; X1 < xc < Xm, as
well as pping,i 2 (1.0 � 10–9, 0.999999999).

Comparison of pping models
Model [Mlogit pping] was the most parsimonious among

the five models considered in terms of AIC scores
(Table B1). The total number of parameters and total like-
lihood represent sums over all 4153 crossing sequences
(crossing sequences were treated independently when fit-
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ting each model, hence the large AIC and DAIC values).
Models [Mnorm pping], [Mlin pping], and [Mai-thr pping] had rela-
tively similar levels of support compared with the large dif-
ference between [Mlogit pping] and these three models
(DAIC = 21 054 – 23 281). Alternative parameter counts in-
volving the number of unique sequences rather than total se-
quences change these values and ranking somewhat
(DAIC = 18 567 for [Mai-thr pping], 25 768 for [Mnorm pping],
and 27 868 for [Mlin pping]), but AIC of [Mlogit pping] is still
much lower than these. Model [Mai pping] had the least sup-
port among these models.

The number of total parameters estimated varies with
sample size, as a set of parameters is estimated for each se-
quence or unique sequence. To compare models on a per-
sequence basis rather than over all sequences, the average
AIC can be calculated as AIC/4153, which helps to remove
this dependency. The average DAIC values for these models
are as follows: [Mlogit pping], 0; [Mnorm pping], 5.1; [Mlin pping],
5.4; [Mai-thr pping], 5.6; and [Mai pping], 11.7. This ranked pat-
tern of average DAIC values generally held across sequen-
ces of different length or different numbers of detections
(Fig. B1; longer sequences are expected to have greater
AIC values as they involve more terms in the log-likelihood
summation). For shorter sequences (n = 3–10), [Mlogit pping]
had a lower average AIC than other models and was similar
to [Mnorm pping] and [Mlin pping] at n = 2 (Fig. B1a). For lon-
ger sequences (n ‡ 11), [Mlogit pping] performed increasingly
better than the other models as n increased (Fig. B1b). This
ranked pattern also held when crossing sequences were sep-
arated by habitat, with [Mlogit pping] having a lower AIC than
all other models in all habitats (not shown; the smallest hab-
itat-specific average DAIC was 3.5 for [Mnorm pping] fit to
Fraser River crossing sequences).
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Table B1. Information-theoretic comparison of pping models fit independently to 4153 crossing sequences (765
sequences of n = m = 1 are excluded), with number of parameters (k), log-likelihood, and AIC values given.

Model k per sequence Total k* Total ln(L) AIC DAIC
Mlogit pping 4 16 612 –65 814 164 853 0
Mnorm pping 3 12 459 –80 494 185 907 21 054
Mlin pping 3 12 459 –81 159 187 237 22 384
Mai-thr pping 5 20 765 –73 302 188 134 23 281
Mai pping 4 16 612 –90 160 213 543 48 690

*Total parameters are counted as k per sequence � 4135 sequences. Alternative parameter counts of k per sequence �
the number of unique sequences in the data set change AIC scores of all models somewhat, but that of [Mlogit pping] is lowest
under either count.

Fig. B1. Average DAIC values of pping attenuation models fit to
4153 crossing sequences, separated by number of detections in se-
quence: (a) n = 2–10; (b) n = 11–90+.
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Appendix C. Example fits of [Mlogit pping] to crossing sequence data

Fig. C1. Four examples of [Mlogit pping] model maximum-likelihood fits to crossing sequence data. In each plot, the top row of points repre-
sents detections (pping = 1) and the bottom row represents missed transmissions (pping = 0), with the logistic curve ranging between these
rows, as in Fig. 1. Crossing sequence data involve the following: (a) n = m = 6; (b) n = 2, m = 4; (c) n = 35, m = 59; (d) n = 35, m = 141.
Note that 20 zeros on either side of X in (d) are not shown.
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